
POWERMID
transmit your remote control signal

through walls and ceilings

Control your VCR, DVD or Satellite Receiver
from your bedroom

Control appliances in a closed cupboard

Works for all remote controls,
regardless of brand or model
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PowerMid XL art. no. 08900

The Powermid XL consists of a transmitter and receiver, shaped like two
small pyramids (75x75x110mm). The transmitter picks up the infrared
signal of your remote control and converts it into a radio (RF) signal.
This signal is transmitted around the entire house, through walls and
ceilings. The receiver converts the radio signal to infrared and beams it
to your equipment. You can use your own original remote control: All
functions are converted one by one. Both transmitter (art. no. 08902)
and receiver (art. no. 08903) are mains powered and are available as
individual products also.

PowerMid Dual Power art. no. 09501

The PowerMid Dual Power has the same functionality as the
PowerMid XL. The design and colour are different. The receiver of the
PowerMid Dual Power not only works on the mains, but also on bat-
teries, which is ideal when there is no wall outlet close by. The pack-
age contains IR-LED’s (RX570), which can be used when you want to
place the PowerMid Receiver out of direct line of sight of your equip-
ment. Both transmitter (art. no. 09481) and receiver (art. no. 09482)
are available as individual products also.

PowerMid Plus art. no. 09502

The PowerMid Plus consists of an 8 in 1 Multimedia Remote Control
with a built-in radio frequency transmitter and a PowerMid Receiver.
The remote control can be used anywhere in the house: The radio sig-
nals are transmitted through walls and ceilings to the PowerMid
Receiver. The receiver converts the radio signal to infrared and beams
it to your equipment. The remote control also allows you to control
the A/V equipment in front of you (via IR). Both transmitter (art. no.
09500) and Power Mid Receiver (art. no. 09482) are available as indi-
vidual products also.

StereoControl art. no. 08951

Do you want to lock away your equipment and still be able to use
your remote control? This is possible with the StereoControl.
Place the compact IR receiver
in line of sight of your remote
control. The receiver is
connected to IR-LED’s, which
you attach to you equipment.
The StereoControl is powered
by a 9V battery (not included).

Marmitek PowerMid works with all brands, except B&O.

You can use IR-LED’s (RX570, art. no. 08920) to place the PowerMid

Receiver out of sight of your equipment.

The remote control signal is directly transmitted to your equipment by the

PowerMid Receiver.


